


Like ElfanThink



The Twelve Days of Christmas

On   the     first        day    of    Christ - mas    my      true   love   gave   to     me             A
Allegretto

part   -   ridge —      in      a   pear       tree.                
On   the      se - cond   day    of   Christ - mas   my

true love gave to     me              Two     tur - tle  doves    and    a     part  -  ridge—      in     a    pear

tree.                
 On   the    third     day    of   Christ - mas   my      true  love  gave  to     me

Three    French_  hens,         two       tur - tle doves     and    a      part  -  ridge—       in
     a    pear

tree.                
 On    the    fourth    day    of   Christ - mas   my     true  love  gave  to     me

Four      call  -  ing  birds,      three       French_   hens,         two         tur - tle    doves      and     a



part    -   ridge —      in      a   pear       tree.                 On   the      fifth    day   of     Christ - mas  my

true  love  gave   to     me                     Five         golden     rings,        four        call - ing    birds,

three      French_  hens,         two      tur - tle   doves    and    a      part  -  ridge—        in     a    pear

tree.                 On    the    sixth     day    of   Christ - mas   my     true  love  gave  to      me

Six         geese     a   -   lay  -  ing,      five          golden       rings,        four         call  -  ing   birds,

three     French_  hens,          two     tur - tle doves       and    a      part  -  ridge—      in     a    pear

tree.                On    the        seventh    day   of  Christ - mas   my     true  love  gave  to     me . . .
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For Uncle Michael, Aunty Jen, Sally, Stephen, Susie, and Seaside Granny



My favorite song for this time of the year is  

        “The Twelve Days of Christmas.”
I’m not sure exactly what it is about. 
I used to think it was Christmas shopping, 

but Betty Moody says it has to do with  

       the twelve days AFTER Christmas.

But why would someone give you  

     ALL those presents when it is all OVER?

     And why would they give you 

                  so many BIRDS?

ONE THING WE ALL AGREE ON IN OUR

house is that we like looking forward
      to Christmas.

The  Beginning of Things
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    It might be about 

the holiday sales, 
        but Betty says they  

    DIDN’T have sales  
          in the 

              olden days.

         When the Christmas 

seaon begins, I sing “The 

Twelve Days of Christmas”

          ALL THE TIME,

      but I tend not to know 

                what comes AFTER 

  the seven swans 
    are swimming.



Speaking of seven, we also have seven in our 

family. Which is: 

my mom and my dad;

my older brother, Kurt;

my older sister, Marcie;

Me, Clarice Bean;

my grandad, who is an  

actual live-in older relative;

and my younger brother,  

Minal Cricket.

If we were like those  

families in the books,  
we would look like THIS,  



all nicely sitting down, listening to each other  

       in a smiling way—like you see  

       on Christmas cards.

But usually, actually, we look more like THIS . . . 



which is talking 

 or 
    NOT talking 

all at the same time 

        from different 
     rooms.



I live on Navarino Street, 
 number 7, and I know LOTS 

    of the people on our road.  

At Christmastime there is

  more helloing 

     and this is because of the 

             Christmas spirit.

Christmas cannot be Christmas 

without the Christmas spirit, 
     so it is IMPORTANT to 

keep an eye on it and 

       NOT let it  
f l oa t a w a y.



YOU CAN TELL WHEN IT’S GETTING TO BE  

Christmas because Mom gets out the Christmas-elf  

dish towels. We have three of them although we 

used to have four. Granny sent them to us—they 

are from New York and along the bottom they  

say, “                          ” in embroidery.

We have special Christmas water glasses too,  

which have reindeers on the sides. They are  

very old. No one must break them because they 

are heirlooms of the family and very much the 

spirit of Christmas.
Every year Dad says, “We drank from these 

glasses when I was a SMALL child and NOT one of 

them has ever been dropped.” 

This makes me very actually nervous. 

ONE

Christmas Is Coming,

the Goose Is Getting Fat
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Something you may also notice is that there is 

more mail: electric bills with holly printed on 

the envelope, and cards from people who you  

can’t remember who they are.

There are only six so not quite enough to 

go around, but Grandad says he’s happy with a 

less valuable water glass, as he suffers from the 

collywobbles, which basically means he is liable 

to drop a glass at any moment.

The other thing which usually happens is that 

we all bake gingerbread cookies, which are 

decorated with icing. They are sort of chewy 

and NOT necessarily that nice unless you are 

in the mood. But I don’t mind because it is 

another sign that 

Christmas 
 is 

coming.
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If I come downstairs to hear Mom saying,  

     “Who are Beryl and Terrance?”

and Dad saying, 

       “I haven’t got a clue,”

Actually we never know who
Beryl and Terrance are. 

I’m beginning to wonder if 
     they even know us.

then 

    I know 

  that 

Christmas 
has 

begun.
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Also we don’t know who 

     J and P and W (Farrell) are,
 

even though they always write in the card 
 

         “Really enjoyed bumping into you  

                             this summer”  

      or 

           “W is doing really well with

                           his clarinet.”

Once the Christmas cards begin to arrive, 

we arrange them on the kitchen table 

and Mom always says, 

  
    “It’s so lovely to think of all these people 

from all these far-off places taking the trouble 

            to write and send us good cheer.”

And then when more arrive, we line them up 

along the living-room shelves and then along the 

kitchen shelves 

  and Mom says, 

    “Look at that—the spirit of Christmas!”



And then when even more come, 

we crowd them on the window ledges 

and always a few of them fall into 

the kitchen sink.

And Mom says, “These cards are a 

 blimming nuisance.”

But really there is nowhere else to 

put them, so it is unavoidable that 

some end up getting wet.

We used to hang  

them up on a string 

across the kitchen, but 

then one year some of 

them decided to fall into 

the stir-fry and they got 

set on fire, and it could have  

been much worse if Kurt  

hadn’t thrown a wet  

dish towel over the wok.
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My Uncle Ted, who is  

a firefighter, told us  

our Christmas cards were  

a FIRE HAZARD 

waiting to happen.  

He was right, and we were 

lucky not to lose more than the 

Christmas-elf dish towel.
He said, “You just CANNOT 

have Christmas cards 

    dangling 

          over open f lames. 

What were 
 you thinking?”

Everyone looked sheepish.

So now there is a strict law in 

our house about cards—when 

too many arrive the ugly 
ones get shuff led into 

  the recycling.
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I say, “Mom, you do know you are throwing 

people’s Christmas spirit in the actual trash can?”

And Mom whispers, 

         “Whatever you do, don’t tell anyone!”

* * *

The stores will try to make you believe 

Christmas is arriving in October, 
but Mom says you must ignore them. 

She says, 

 “Could they just let me carve 

         my pumpkin, for goodness’ sake? 

   We haven’t even had Halloween yet!”

Some people even send their cards in November, 

which is too early, since Christmas can’t really 

begin until the first of December.
December 1st is when you can start opening    

     the TINY DOORS on the Advent calendar, 
        and from then on . . .



Christmas 

is truly 

coming.
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Mind you, this year we don’t even have an 

Advent calendar because Mom decided we 

would instead have an Advent candle, which is 

basically a candle with numbers on it.

She said, 

 “It will bring more togetherness 
                    to our home because we will 

     light it every evening 

         as a family during supper.”

We have to burn it down one notch at a time 

and then blow it out, which is not as interesting 

as opening a TINY DOOR.

But Granny told me you can use it to make a 

Christmas wish every time you blow it out, 

which means twenty-four wishes. I’m going 

to wish for snow, and if I do it twenty-four 
times in a row it will probably work even 

though Dad says the weather people say there’s 

not even a smidge of a chance this year.

Grandad says, “It’s going to be blowing a gale 

and it’s going to be nothing but gales.”
Grandad knows about weather because 

he was brought up with it.
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Most people have those Advent calendars 
with chocolates but these have been 

banned in our house because some people 

kept eating other people’s chocolates and this 

led to complaints.
Because I’m missing having a real Advent 

calendar, I’ve made my own one out of paper 

and I’ve drawn little pictures for each day. 

I’m trying to surprise myself by forgetting 

what is behind the TINY DOORS . . .

So far I have NOT been fooled.

* * *

Usually we have Christmas at home. 

I think this is because Mom hates packing 

and Dad says it is too much effort to get 

seven people and a dog in a car all at  

the same time.

This year Mom says she wants a quietish 

Christmas where nothing much 

happens. She says, “Let’s just be 

the seven of us.”
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But some of us prefer things to be more than seven, 

so I am a bit disappointed by this announcement.

You see, I really like the Christmases when LOTS 

of people come and stay. I thought we ALL 

did, but it turns out Mom and Dad are feeling 

exhausted by the thought of it.

I’m not sure how you can be exhausted by a 

thought, but this seems to be something which 

happens to you when you get older.

I know this because when Marcie asks, 

“Why can’t everyone come?”

Mom says, “Just thinking about it . . .”

She doesn’t even finish her sentence—she just 

f lops down on the chair.

And Dad shakes his head and says, “Exactly.”
And Mom says, “I feel exhausted already.”

Kurt says, “But it’s no fun if everyone isn’t here.”

Everyone is surprised by this because Kurt 

normally doesn’t bother with fun. He just spends 

all his time in his room with headphones on.

Marcie says, “It will be totally 
BORING if it’s only us.”

Minal says, “Yes, let’s have everyone!”



 Dad says, “If you four are prepared 

 to do all the shopping and all the 

cooking, then fine—ask as 

        many people as you want.”



    I say, 

“Thanks, we will.”
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Marcie and Kurt stomp off to their rooms,  

and Minal says, 

    Which, by the way, he is NOT. 

           My brother CAN’T do headstands.

I say, “OK, I will do everything.”
Dad says, “I’ll write you a shopping list.”

Mom says, “The recipe books are on the shelf 

next to the fridge.”

“D
on

’t 
lo

ok
 at 

me—I’m
 standing on my head.”
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Dad says, “How many people are you thinking 

of inviting?”

 I say, “Twelve.”
I say twelve because I’ve got the song “The 

Twelve Days of Christmas” stuck in my 

brain. It’s like there are people singing it inside  

my actual head and I can’t stop them.

Mom says, “So twelve plus the seven of us 

 makes nineteen in all. 

How many potatoes will you need to cook, 

          I wonder?”

Dad says, “At least four per person—are you 

inviting Uncle Ted?”

I say, “Of course—he is the MAIN one.”

Dad says, “Well, Ted always eats extra, and it’s 

nice to have some left over for Boxing Day . . . so 

better make it six each plus a few for the pot.”

I can’t even work out what 19 x 6 is—

let alone how much a few for the pot comes to. 

I am busy trying to do the times-ing but then 

Dad says, 

“One hundred and fourteen potatoes 

plus about six more!”
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I say, “How am I going to peel 
 one hundred and fourteen potatoes 

   plus six more?”

Mom says, “You’ll just have to get up early.”

Dad says, “I suggest five a.m.”

I’m not really an early rising sort of person, 

and I go up to my room feeling strangely tired. 

I’m beginning to understand how a thought can 

actually wear you out, since just thinking about 

counting out one hundred and fourteen plus six 

potatoes has made me need to lie down.

If I’m this tired just thinking about peeling 

potatoes, then how will I feel after I have actually 

done them? I expect I won’t have the energy to 

talk or cook a turkey or maybe even to watch TV.

I decide it’s useless to try to make Christmas more 

than seven.

     Slowly I am feeling the Christmas spirit 

         evaporating 

out of 
me.
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IN THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT AT 5 A.M., 

while I am still awake worrying about the 

evaporating Christmas spirit, I begin to see how 

it is more important than ever to spread goodwill 
to all peoplekind, since we won’t now be 

peeling potatoes for them.

If we are not going to be sharing our Christmas 
spirit on the actual day of Christmas, then at least 

I can put some into mailboxes.

I’m going to need a LOT more cards than usual.

I always make my own cards. Mom says it is more 

personal this way and “so much better than just 

going to the store and buying them off the rack.” 

This is very easy for her to say because she is 

NOT the one working herself down to the fingers.

TWO

Goodwill to All 

Peoplekind



2
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Normally I tend to leave the making to the last 
minute because there is so much else to do. This 

can have a benefit because you can see who sent 

you a card, and you can see who DIDN’T, which 

means you don’t have to find yourself sending 

cards to people who don’t bother sending one  

to you. Although when I explained this to Mom, 

she said that strictly speaking this is NOT in  

the Christmas spirit.
She told me, “You should mail cards 

 to anyone and everyone—it doesn’t    
   matter if you don’t get one back.”

This must be what Beryl and Terrance have 

decided, because we never send them one back— 

we can’t. We don’t know their address!
I have decided to be inf luenced by Beryl and 

Terrance, and I’m going to make cards for ALL 

the neighbors on our street even if I don’t know 

them. I will also send one to the corner store, one 

to the post-office-convenient store, one to the 

vegetarian organic shop which is Eggplant, and 

maybe also the vet because Dad says we need to 

keep on their good side. 
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Mom says generosity can have a good effect on 

bad relationships, so I will also make cards for 

people who don’t like me.

This means Mrs. Stampney.

Mrs. Stampney lives next door and will not 

return a Frisbee if it lands in her yard.
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g l itter 

But my 

brother Kurt 

says 

is a 
HAZArD to f ish.  

He says it gets into the oceans and causes 
problems and you WOULDN’T believe  

how many fish are eating glitter these days.
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You wouldn’t think something so SMALL could 

cause problems to something so big, i.e., the sea.  

But Kurt is an environmentalist and he knows 

about these things.

So now I’m trying to come up with other ways of 

creating the Christmas effect without making fish 

eat glitter.
The question is I need a good idea. I’ve been 

S T R E T C H I NG  my brain to think how I can make  

cards out of something that causes less trouble in  

the ocean. It needs to be something which doesn’t 

cost any money, so it has to be something I’ve 

already got.

Minal says, “Why don’t you use macaroni?”
That’s his answer to EVERYTHING and he 

has gotten everyone to buy tons of it, and now 

Mom says he’s going to have to make a LOT more 

jewelry or we’ll never get through it.

I say, “I’m not going to stick dried-up food on 

my cards, thank you very much.”

Kurt says, “Why don’t you recycle stuff instead 

of using the planet’s valuable resources?  
 It’s all going to end up in the trash anyway.”



And then suddenly a good idea pops into my 

head, the way it sometimes does when you are 

utterly desperate.

I will rescue the Christmas spirit from the  

trash can where Mom chucked it and 

cut 
up 

all the 

ugly 

cards 
and turn them 

into 
newly 

reinvented 

ones.

It works like 

     a charm, and once 

they are all 

s
 into pieces 

and stuck down in different 

directions, they look much nicer 
and also very cheerful. 

n
i

p p
e

d
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Since I am in a making-things frame of mind, I 

also make Granny a Christmas present, which is a 

TINY-USEFUL-THINGS BAG—it was meant to be for lavender 

except I didn’t have any.

A good tip to remember when making your gifts 

is to check that you have the vital ingredients. 
If not, you must adapt your ambition, which is 

what I have done.

Once I’ve finished, I hand it to Mom because 

she is busy boxing up other presents for Granny, 

who lives in New York. We have to send them 

out early because they are traveling a long way so 

it takes a while. Minal has made Granny his usual 

macaroni necklace.

Dad says it doesn’t matter that it is a repeated 
gift because Granny wore her last macaroni 

necklace in a rainstorm and it got ruined.

Mom is really impressed with my TINY-USEFUL-THINGS 

BAG, and she loves the recycled ugly Christmas 

cards but whispers, “Just try NOT to mail them 

back to their original senders.”
My recycling has inspired her to do some recycling 
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of her own and at the same time do a good deed for 

others and clear out some clutter before Christmas.

She is collecting our old sweaters—the ones that 

have turned into strange shapes and the ones 

that have holes too big to easily mend without 

knitting a whole entire sleeve. She is sending them 

to Mr. Felixstow’s knitwear drive. Mr. Felixstow 

does something with the wool and this turns into 

money for a good cause.

He wrote to us on a leaflet that came through the 

door asking for help from strangers. Mom looked it up 

on the computer and it turns out there’s a LOT you 

can do with old knitted things if you know how.

I wish I knew how because she is giving  

Mr. Felixstow a couple of my favorite cardigans 

and I’m sorry to see them go.

Dad says, “I hope you DIDN’T put my  

    Christmas-elf sweater in there.”

And Mom says, “Of course not.”
But I can tell she is lying because she pretends 

to sneeze—she always pretends to sneeze when 

she is telling a WHOPPER.
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* * *

While Mom and I are doing good deeds at home, 

Dad and Marcie go off to help Uncle Ted with  

his move to a much SMALLER place. 

He is now going to be living with his new 

girlfriend. She is named JoJo and she has black hair  

which is sometimes red 

and cut at a SLANT. 

She is training to do lighting for the theater 

but at the moment is working at the old people’s 

center being the maintenance person.

Uncle Ted and JoJo need to move into their 

apartment in time for Christmas.

Mom says, “They want to spend the day together 
in their new home, just the TWO of them.”

I don’t know why they would want that, but 

everyone’s being a bit strange this year and has 

let the Christmas spirit d r i  f t.

Dad and Marcie are gone forever, and they come 

back from Uncle Ted’s at almost dinnertime. They 

are very tired and with LOTS more BOXES of 

clutter, more than Mom just got rid of.
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Dad says the apartment is very SMALL indeed and 

Ted and JoJo have had to go M I N I M A L I S T, 

which means no unneeded items, i.e., all their stuff 

is moving into our shed.

The good news is that we now have a secondary 

fridge in the yard.

Marcie says, “Ted and JoJo’s apartment looks really 
cool.”

Mom says, “I’m so happy for them.”

Marcie says, “Why can’t we have a  

        M I N I M A L I S T house?”

Mom says, “We can—we just need to  

     f ind someone who is willing to let us put  

            all our clutter in their shed.”

Dad says, “I doubt if anyone has a shed big  
          enough for our clutter.”

That night we have a simple meal of baked beans, 

and make-your-own toast.

I ask Mom if I can eat it on my lap while I watch 

the RUBY REDFORT series on TV, but she points 

to a sign she has written that says: 

NO EATING on the COUCH due to 

SPILLAGES and crumbs. 

_ _
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Mom says she is also concerned that there might  

be a possible mouse on the loose. She says, 

“Cement keeps barking at something, 

 and I think it must be a TINY visitor.”

Minal says, “He’s NOT barking at a mouse—

         he’s barking at the FOX.”

My brother Minal Cricket is obsessed with 

foxes since he was given this book about a fox 

who comes into people’s houses when they aren’t 

looking and eats their dinners and finally their 

Christmas turkey.

Mom says it’s the first book that has really 

caught his imagination.

Minal talks about it non stop, and he thinks 

it’s the most fascinating thing EVER written, 

though of course it ISN’T.

I understand how you can be so caught up in 

a book that it almost becomes true. It’s like with 

me and RUBY REDFORT. Sometimes I can’t help 

thinking she’s real, and I often wish I could go 

and live in Twinford, which is where Ruby is 

from. If you don’t know who Ruby Redfort is, 

you should, because she is a book character who 
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is also a kid secret agent, and the stories are really 

gripping and NOT for drips. There are at least 

about fifty-two books and all of them get you on 

the edge of your seat.

Eating at the table instead of on the sofa does 

remind me that we almost forgot to light the 

Advent candle—it is very hard to remember this  

new habit. I make sure I get to blow it out so I can 

wish for snow, and as soon as I have, I rush to 

switch the TV on. I am desperate of course 

to watch because it is the RUBY REDFORT 

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL: PART ONE.

Unfortunately, I’ve already missed the beginning 

credits with the FLY LOGO buzzing you into 

Twinford. The f ly is important because this is 

the symbol for the SECRET AGENCY called 

SPECTRUM where Ruby Redfort works. The 

episode begins with Mrs. Redfort bringing home 

a huge Christmas tree—of course it is snowing 

because in Ruby Redfort’s life everything turns 

out the way it’s supposed to. The episode ends on a 

cliffhanger where Ruby gets told she must jump 

out of a helicopter and ski to a secret location.



My evening ends with 

Mom telling me to 

      get off the sofa  

   and hop up 

       to bed.



ONE OF THE SECOND FIRST THINGS  

you need to do when you are getting ready for 

Christmas is make a list of all the things you 

will need to buy for your dearest ones and your 

younger brother. Then you need to look in your 

piggy bank—mine is a toadstool—and discover 

that you are probably going to have to hand-make  

almost all your gifts because the price of things 

is NOT covered by your pocket money. 

Especially when you are hoping to spend more 

than you actually have on a present for your 

friend Betty Moody.

THREE

Glad Tidings 

of Great Joy
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